
Advanced Marketing Prep - Syllabus 

Welcome to Advanced Marketing Prep! In this syllabus, you will find class dates & times, join links, 
assignments, and other instructions. If you have any questions, email alex@roadmapwriters.com. 

 

PREP WORK: 

Watch these Webinars:  
● We’ve Been There: Practical Advice on Roadmap’s Career Writer Program 
● Identifying Your Screenplay's Theme / Password: THEMEGURU 

● Identifying Your Story Engine / Password: STORYENGINE  
● [Craft Series] Mastering the Art of Taking Notes / Password: TAKINGNOTES 

 
Review all of the materials in the Resources Folder, which contains:  

1. A Hitchhiker's Guide to Pitching 
2. General Written Pitch Guidelines of what should be included in a written pitch  
3. ScriptMag article on Common Logline Mistakes 
4. How to Write a One-Page Synopsis + 11-Point Synopsis Exercise 
5. Notes on TV Structure + 8-Point Synopsis Exercise 
6. Exec Activities Tracker Template Excel doc - we’ll talk about this @ Orientation 
7. Example Feature synopses for a few well-known (and 1 random) films  
8. Example pitches for Features and TV (both 1-Hr & 30-Min.) 

 

ASSIGNMENT #1: Prepare Your Five-Minute Pitch 

Be ready to deliver your pitch on the Pitch Prep Session! 

1. Things to keep in mind:  
a. Time yourself delivering both pitches before the session!  
b. Remember to focus on the main throughline of the story.  
c. Take a deep breath and have fun!  

 
 

 

Orientation & Pitch Prep 
Hosted by: Alex Davies (Roadmap’s Director of Education)  

Contact: alex@roadmapwriters.com  
 

FORMAT: We will go over the format and best practices for the program, including what to 
expect from each session. Alex will then cover standard pitches, how long they should be, what to 
include or not to include, and best practices. You will also get a chance to practice your elevator 
pitch with Alex. 
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ASSIGNMENT #2: Your Script 
**DUE end of day Thursday prior to Matchmaker #1** 

Submit to Mark as a PDF file:  

1. Your complete script (a pilot or feature).  
2. Include Title, Format, Genre, Logline, and Comps. 
3. Include “Portfolio Polishing - Your Name” in the subject line of your email. 

 
 

 

Matchmaker #1 
Hosted by: Mark Saffian (Manager/Co-Founder @ Content House) 

Contact: markroadmap@gmail.com  
 

FORMAT: The exec will have read your script prior to the session. During the session, you will 
spend 20-25 minutes with the exec and receive notes on your pages. The exec may give you 
notes on your structure, characters, descriptions, dialogue, etc. This is a good opportunity for you 
to get expert eyes on your pages and see what’s working and what can be improved, and learn 
from the feedback your peers receive as well.  
 

→ ABOUT YOUR HOST:  Mark Saffian (Co-Founder @ Content House)  

Mark worked in production for years as a Production Coordinator and Assistant Director before 
becoming an executive. Beginning in the mail room at APA, then being promoted to an Assistant in the 
Packaging Department eventually becoming the Literary Department Development Coordinator 
where he helped to develop and sold pilots and films for the agency including the feature film "O" a 
modern retelling of Othello and the television series "24". After APA, Mark was a Development 
Executive and Story Editor for Sony Pictures and Sid Ganis/Out of the Blue Entertainment where he 
was a Story Editor on "Big Daddy" and "Deuce Bigelow: Male Gigolo". Mark read spec scripts, 
screenplays, pilots, books and evaluated projects of all types for acquisition and development for both 
film and television for the studio. 

Mark’s current company is Content House, a literary management company which represents dozens 
of New York Times Best Selling Authors, screenwriters, directors and production companies. Content 
House also represents a lot of the top names in comic book authors and creators, webcomics, video 
games and new media. They are currently actively developing The Crook Factory based on the 
best-selling novel by Dan Simmons (The Terror, Hyperion) telling the true story of Ernest Hemingway 
running a spy ring out of Cuba during World War 2, as well as, the television series "One Second After" 
with Constantin Films based on the best selling trilogy of books by William Forstchen. Recently, 
Content House has sold or set-up series on behalf of their clients to EOne, Warner Bros. Studios, 
Warner Animation, CW, Comedy Central, Showtime and HBO.
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ASSIGNMENT #3: Marketing One-Pager 
**DUE end of day Friday prior to Marketing Prep Session** 

Submit to Joey as a PDF file:  

1. A one-pager with your bio, loglines, requests/traction you have had, and questions 
about where to go from where you are. Please put your name in the title of your PDF 
and your name and Advanced Marketing Prep Next Steps in the subject line. 

 
 

 

Marketing Prep and Target Homes 
Hosted by: Joey Tuccio / joey@roadmapwriters.com  

 

FORMAT: This week will go into detail on how to find managers, producers, execs, and companies 
right for your project and how to actually get to those companies. Each writer will get 
personalized advice on which companies they should be targeting and next steps for your 
screenwriting career. 
 

 
 

ASSIGNMENT #4: Your Revised Script 
**DUE end of day Thursday prior to Matchmaker #2** 

 **Turn on TRACK CHANGES before making your revisions.** 

Submit directly to Mark as a PDF file:  

1. Your revised script, having incorporated the exec’s notes (with the changes tracked). 

 
 

 

Matchmaker #2 
Hosted by: Mark Saffian / markroadmap@gmail.com  

 

FORMAT: The exec will have read your script in full prior to the session. During the session, you 
will spend 20-25 minutes with the exec and receive notes on your pages. The exec may give you 
notes on your structure, characters, descriptions, dialogue, etc. This is a good opportunity for you 
to get expert eyes on your pages, see what’s working and what can be improved, and to notice 
any themes in the feedback you’re getting from different execs.  
 

Come in with questions! Such as…  
 

● Is this a good sample?  
● What do you think the market for this project is?  
● Should I write other scripts in this space? 
● How do I guesstimate a budget range based on the current iteration of the script?  
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